In the context of conflict on communal land ownership between Lewobunga and Lewonara Villages, in East Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia this article found that not all the western sociological theories are relevant to analyze social conflicts in Indonesia which culturally diverse in the both villages. Generally, this article attempts to examine two main issues. First, to examine the existing sociological theories in relations with the local communal land ownership in Indonesia. Second, to examine the sociological theories in the context of communal land ownership conflict between Lewonara and Lewobunga villages. This is qualitative research with Hermeneutic Reproductive approach and the result of this article obtained from the fieldwork data.
Introduction
Social interaction in social life can lead to cooperation and attachment. However, on the other hand, it can also cause conflict due to clash of interest among actors and groups. The source of conflict generally generated by such factors as cultural differences, characters, and certain norms in a social system. In other words, a conflict is a dissociative form of social interaction (Soekanto., 2009) .
Indonesia that consists of more than 1,340 ethnic groups have various traditional cultures. These tribes have own beliefs, norms, and customary laws, which are traditionally and strongly be embraced by the people. The people of Flores Timur along with some uniqueness classified into an ethnic group called as Lamaholot ethnic. The Lamaholot ethnic group occupies mainly the eastern part of the island of Flores, Solor Island, Adonara Island, and Lembata Island. This ethnicity divided into various tribes scattered across the villages in these islands. Under customary law prevailing in Lamaholot, tribal problems are often traditionally resolved through tribal wars. In Lewobunga and Lewonara villages, the communal land conflicts that resulted in tribal war continue to occur until recently. However, other villages in East Flores the tribal wars no longer outbreak. all the local government initiatives have failed to end the conflict following the occurrence of two major tribal wars over five years involving Lewobunga and Lewonara villages during 2012-2015. In the local term, the conflict called as Gening Nura Newa means, "to seize communal land" to define how seriously the communal conflict between the two villages. The primary question of this article is to what extent the western sociological theories relevant to analyze and offer solution regarding communal conflict on land ownership between the Lewobunga and Lewonara villages in East Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia.
Conflict and Sociology: A Review
In the early development of sociology, conceptually conflicts were limited to conservative reactions to The Enlightenment Era and The French Revolution (1789-1799). The Enlightenment period begins with the development of enlightenment ideas that made people can understand the universe rationally and empirically. All enlightened philosophers such as Immanuel Kant, Jacques Rousseau, Charles Montesquieu, etc., were rejected all forms of authoritarian traditional powers. The ideas of Enlightenment era became one of the most important factors in the French Revolution. Sociologically, the philosophers of the Enlightenment wanted to create a better and more rational world (Ritzer., 2010) . The reaction of resistance to the philosophy of enlightenment was carried out by August Comte through the philosophy of positivism (Ritzer., 2010) . On one hand, Comte emphasizes the aspect of rationality in sociology. On the other hand, contradictory and conservatively, he wants to create social laws in sociology as an authority that creates the order of the social world. The main objective of Comte's ideas is to avoid conflicts as the conflict in the French Revolution. To be sure, Comte is very conservative because of his rationality ideas of social order through sociology.
The concept of conflict is fundamentally appeared implicitly in the Emile Durkheim's works that pays attention on non-material social facts especially norms and values. According to Ritzer (2010) , there are four types of non-material social facts refers to the Durkheim's thoughts, namely morality, collective conscience, collective representation, and social flow. Thompson (2002) reveals that Durkheim approached the theme of conflict with the view that the social world is a system of limited forces (morality) that complement each other to create a balance. Collins (1988) adds that Durkheim makes an important contribution to social stratification in conflict theory, which values and norms define a social class and moral solidarity in conflict-affected groups. The values and norms in a social structure are the basis for establishing social class and the quality of moral unity in groups in a social stratification. In this context, Durkheim ignores the role of the individual to interpret and adhere to values and norms in social interaction. The criticism for Durkheim is that he is too functional because he considers only a social structure capable of meeting the needs of society. He is also often criticized as moralistic, for he directs sociology to decide on "what to do" rather than "what already exists naturally" (Ritzer., 2010) . In other words, values and norms in the social structure must refer to the unity of morality shared by all individuals in society. Yet, no matter how the values and norms apply, individuals may engage in actions that violate values and norms, creating an opportunity for conflict.
Meanwhile, conflict according to Karl Marx's concept defined as a class conflict. The term "class conflict" first appeared in Marx and Engels' Communist Manifesto in 1848. Marx described this conflict as the exploitation of the capitalist class of the working class (labor). The owner of capital controls all properties (materials and means of production) used to oppress the working class. This conflict is structural and unavoidable because the owners of capital have perceived the workers as commodities so that workers do not receive a wage that suits their work. Profits (surplus value) are the cause of capital owners to exploit the working class. The state creates rules protecting the owners of capital and repressive against the working class with violence strategy. However, Marx also recognizes that conflicts can occur in other social classes based on ethnicity, religion, race, and gender (Bottomore., 1991 , O'Neill., 1985 , Collins., 1974 , Shaw., 1985 , Ritzer., 2010 .
According to Wright (2003: 10) , one of the standard arguments about the class analysis of Marxism is that the uniqueness of class relations based on Marx's paradigm is not to provide an absolute view in class conflict, but to understand conflicts in general based on inherent factors rather than other factors that merge easily in a relation. In other words, the inherent factors in relationships are capital, work, wages, working hours, and mastery of means of production. Thus, class conflict in Marxism is the result of unequal social production relations. Critics of Marx's thinking include the failure of the Marxistbased communist state, the lost emancipation, the missing gender dimension, and the economy due to only perceived as production (Ritzer., 2010) . However, other sociologists, such as Habermas, Bourdieu, Giddens, Honneth, Lefebvre, Erick Wright, and Wright Mills are tend to develop and criticize against Marx's ideas.
Nonetheless, the Max Weber's overall thought is obviously referring to the social action. He has developed important theories, such as Rationality and Authority theories. It interprets actions in terms of subjective meanings, such as economic action based on the conscious orientation of economic considerations; a Subjective belief that the economic supply is necessary; neither an objective need to create an economic inventory (Ritzer., 2010) . For Weber, conflicts occur in social relationships when the actor's actions affect others. He introduces a term namely "peaceful conflict." This peaceful conflict is a "competition" without physical violence. This competitive process legally regulated by authority. It is an inter-individual struggle in the types of social status to gain opportunity and advantage in order to survive. According to Weber (1947) , this concept called as "social selection". In other words, conflict is a competition of action which governed by authority.
A comparison between Marx and Weber, according to Collins (1974) states that Weber shows different forms of property ownership conflicts that exist in the division of classes, describes the principles of intercommunication within the organization, then describes the conflict of interest in each field within an organization. Weber extends the meaning of conflict as a struggle (competition) to master resources. Collins calls this the "meaning of emotional production" which is the power of religious institutions connected with the state to convert social classes into group social status, and geographically based communities become ethnic-based communities. Wieviorka (2010: 2) argues that Marx is interested in the ownership of production and the oppression of the working class, while Weber tends to be interested in bureaucracy and rationalization of society. Marx thought that the emancipation of the working class could guarantee the people to overcome the conflict, while Weber was very skeptical on the end of the conflict. Weber often criticized because his theory is likely lacks of critical pertaining constructive change issues (Ritzer., 2010) .
The classical sociologist who began to focus on developing conflict theory in his works is George Simmel through a book called Conflict and Web of Group Affiliations (1955) . Simmel explains, "Conflict can change groups of interests, organizations, and unity." Paradoxically, it is difficult to imagine conflict as a form of cooperation, regardless of outcome and consequence. Yet, if human interaction is cooperation, then the conflict between human beings is also cooperative (associative). Conflict can also occur due to associative factors, such as jealousy, hatred, etc. Thus, the conflict is present to overcome dualism and to construct uniformity even if one party must lose (1955: 1). He revealed that in a conflict, negative and positive aspects are always integrated. Furthermore, he formulated that homogeneity, heterogeneity, antagonism, hostility, interests, the quality and quantity of group members in the social structure, and cooperation, were able to create integration within the conflict of contradictions (1955) . Therefore, Simmel attempted to compile all conflicts, make an integration. In other words, Simmel's argument is too paradox with the realities.
In the 1950s, conflict theories became one of the most important theories in sociology through Lewis Cosser in his book The Function of Social Conflict (1956) , and Ralph Dahrendorf through a book entitled Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Society (1957) . Cosser seemed to want to unite conflict theory and structural functionalism theory in his book. Then, he offers some arguments on conflict that fundamentally still has relationship with Simmel's theory of conflict (Cosser., 1956 : 8, Abercombie et. al. 2010 . Those arguments are: 1) Conflict unites unified society; 2) Conflict can create an alliance; 3) Conflict makes some unaccounted individuals have roles; 4) Conflict also has communication functions (Ritzer., 2010) . He conveyed that conflicts has made to gain respect, status, power, and resources as well as to defeat or injure the opposition parties (Cosser., 1956) . Therefore, he wrote sixteen propositions related to conflict function in his book. The important point of the book is that conflict has a function rather than dysfunction, and functions as a tool to adapt and prevent imbalances within groups or communities. The negative functions of conflict must be omitted (Cosser., 1956; Abercrombie et. al. 2010) . When criticizing Cosser, Dahrenderof (1957) writes, "Cosser's statement (about the function of social conflict) is a fallacy of the terminology of the theory of community integration." In other words, Cosser, just like Simmel, seems paradox due to it reduces any conflict in conflict into a positive integrity.
Dahrenderof writes several critical assumptions on Marx's thoughts. Those critical assumptions are: i) the term class as a theory can be detached from the antagonistic relationship between the classes of capitalists and the working class; ii) there is an emphasis on the concept of power and power; iii) the contradictory separation between class political conflict and industry, iv) the application of conflict theory is used to analyze contemporary society, and lastly v) this analysis is not done on a wide scale and based on practice (Dahrenderof., 1959) . Based on those assumptions, he then examines power and power within the social structure that positions within the social structure have different qualities of power. The power lies not within the person, but in that position and the conflict naturally perceived has potential to dominate or exploit others. Those in positions of authority control subordinates, so power implicitly states super ordination and subordination. In structures that put pressure on conflicting groups, the categories of authority work in an imperatively coordinated association (Dahrendorf., 1959) . Based on that discussion, he divides the group type into three, namely the quasi group (the group that has the highest position and has the same interests), interest groups (part of a quasi-group that performs the task to fulfill the interests), and the conflict group (the group involved in conflicts and ruled by power) (Dahrenderof., 1959) .
Dahrenderof equips and expands Marx's views by keeping abreast of historical-empirical facts that continue to be dynamic. According to him, social relations is not merely based on production, but also on the distribution of authority and authority over the capital in a social structure, especially to the Industrial Society (Dahrenderof., 1957 , Abercrombie et al., 2010 . He says that if we want to analyze conflict, then we must use conflict theory; but if we want to analyze order in a social system, we must use a functionalist perspective (Ritzer., 2010) . It made him criticized, for his concepts of association, position, and role led to his theory of conflict closer to the theory of structural functionalism (Ritzer., 2010) .
Unlike other sociologists, Randall Collins creates a more integrative conflict theory (Ritzer., 2010) . The principles of conflict theory are the causal dimensions of modification of Marx, Weber, Durkheim, Mead, and Goffman (Collins., 1974) . He did not develop conflict theory based on political views. He considers conflict as a central process in social life. In the context of conflict, if other sociologists assume that the individual is "forced" by the social structure as an external force, he considers that the pattern of individual interaction is the essence of social structure. According to him, the social structure as part of social stratification can be reduced to patterns of interaction of some individuals. "In any social interaction, we must look for the actual patterns of interaction between individuals, the resources available to individuals in different positions, and how these variables (work, education, ethnicity, age, and sex) influence their dominance to improve their personal status. Ideas and beliefs of individuals in different positions emerge as a personal ideology, to continue their dominance" (Collins., 1974: 61) . In other words, for him, conflict can be seen based on patterns of interaction between individuals, resources owned by individuals, and the dominance between individuals on a social structure in a social stratification. In this context, the meaning of this "social structure" and "social stratification" still refers to a macro perspective. The meaning of "individual resources" and "patterns of interaction between individuals" refers to a micro perspective, which is related to a macro perspective (social structure and stratification). Thus, he seeks to integrate the two perspectives in his conflict theory (micro and macro).
Collins develops some general principles in analyzing conflicts, that is: 1) Conflict must come from real life, not derived from abstract formulas; 2) Analysis of conflicts are based on material factors, such as communications, equipment, needs, places, arms supply, and ways to display the impression; 3) Resource-clustered groups will be seeking for profit and oppressed groups with little resources; 4) Conflict analysis should take account of cultural phenomena such as ideas and beliefs. Also, must pay attention to the perspective of the group on the interests, resources, and power. A resource-rich group will force the idea to a group with few resources; 5) Compare empirical conflict cases, and then test the hypothesis by looking at the cases in different circumstances. Think in causality, and then generalize. The factors behind the conflict are complicated (Collins., 1974 , Ritzer., 2010 . Therefore, using these principles, the following section will critically scrutinize the conflict on the communal land ownership conflict or Gening Nura Newa in Lewobunga and Lewonara villages.
Methodology
This is qualitative research supplemented by deep interviews with some local actors. The collected data has been analyzed though interpretation or hermeneutic approaches, mainly reproductive hermeneutics that was developed by Wilhelm C.H Dilthey.
1 At the same time, the Collins (1988) five principles of conflict is obviously useful due to more integrative compared to other theories.
Communal Land Ownership Conflict between Lewobunga and Lewonara Villages
All the people of East Nusa Tenggara, including the Adonara people, still hold strongly the local cultural elements. Several different tribes occupy each village in Adonara. The communal land has occurred in the border of the village of Lewobunga and the village of Lewonara. Land ownership claims are departed from the oral stories submitted by ancestors from generation to generation. The story versions of several tribes representing the two villages are different. Consequently, the ownership of communal land claimed by both villages simultaneously as the main source of the conflict between the two villages.
One of the impacts of conflict is realization through tribal warfare carried out by both villages. The war occurs for several reasons under customary law, namely: 1) Defense of the dignity of women; 2) Vengeance; 3) Defense of the ownership. The first and second reasons are often resolved peacefully through dialogue. However, the third reason always creates tribal warfare. Before the war begins, the soldier usually will conduct a ritual by eating red ginger given the chief of the tribe. After that, they will start to fight. The war took place between 6 am and 9 pm and from 3 pm to 8 pm. Interestingly the period between 9 am to 3 pm is a break session. According to the customary law, while the war was paused during break session, it means there were more victims.
Lewobunga and Lewonara villages have involved nine period of wars such as 1912 , 1933 , 1947 , 1958 , 1972 , 1978 , 1996 (Protomalayans., 2012 . In 1960, the government issued a decree that the 15 hectares of the communal land was belonged to the village of Lewobunga. However, according to Lewonara villagers, they are customarily claim as the communal land ownership. This situation has absolutely made the conflict sustained and the villagers continue to attack with each other involved in the tribal war. The following table briefly describes the tribal war in 2012 and 2015. In addition, there is the unique fact that no murder or fighting clash between the two villages outside the arena of war. Furthermore, some residents of the two villages still have a kinship due to the marriage's activities between several residents of the two villages. However, in the last five years, peoples of both villages hold each other's grudge-related conflict (Pos Kupang., 2015) . The peace mediation efforts for both villages continue to be undertaken by local governments, religious leaders, army, and police in 2012 and 2015 (Kompas., 2012; Media Center., 2015) . However, there are some obstacles during the conflict resolution because, on one hand, the villagers of Lewobunga want to resolve the conflict through the civil law (court), while the villagers of Lewonara want to solve it via customarily lawa (oral tradition and ritual) on the other hand (Pos Kupang., 2015) . At the same time, they were involved a tribal war and have charged under a customary law. The villagers of both places continue to assemble homemade weapons, spears, machetes, etc., to supply the "troops" in the battlefield, even though the police have conducted a military raid (Pos Kupang., 2015) . Until recently, there is no notion that the conflict will end, instead the conflict tends to occur repeatedly.
The Complexity of the Conflict
The complexity of the conflict pertaining communal land ownership in Lewonara and Lewobunga Indonesia is due to the political interest between the two villages. In addition, there is a serious resistance among the peoples especially regarding the role of local wisdom and civil law enforcement. The first principle of conflict analysis illustrates that the communal land conflict is an existing empirical phenomenon and has occurred for nine times on Adonara Island. Based on the second principle of analysis: 1) The information from interviews with a villager of Lewonara is that Lewobunga villagers are still afraid to travel to ports in Waiwerang City 2 through a highway in the village of Lewonara. 3 This shows communication between the two villagers is not well established and there is still grudge and distance. However, communication between the people of two villages that still have a kinship relationship took place well; 2) In this case, the need of the people of these two villages is full ownership of communal land. The weapons used during the conflict, both sharp weapons and homemade weapons, continue to be made or obtained illegally, even though the police continues to raid it; 3) The impressions displayed by the villagers on journalists, police, local government, etc., aim to keep up claims to the communal land: villagers of Lewobunga want to resolve conflicts through courts; the villagers of Lewonara want to solve it customarily. This is reinforced by interviews with a Lewobungaman that Lewobunga villagers always convey to journalists and police to resolve conflicts through the court; 4 4) Based on the venue, residents of both villages live in adjacent locations. The communal land as a base of conflict lies on the border between the two villages. This can affect the vulnerability of the conflict. Thus, the first and second principles apply empirically.
Based on the third principle, without computing the communal land as a resource, the ownership of both villagers towards other resources (gardens, private land, wages, etc.) is relatively balanced, because the villagers of both villages work as farmers and ranchers (Protomalayans., 2012) . In addition, most villagers of the two villages have lower education background (elementary school and junior high school). Some villagers never even received formal education or attended school. With the balance of ownership of these resources, there is no suppression (super ordination) from one of the parties with the most resources. Villagers of both villages continue to claim the communal land and wage war. Thus, this third principle does not apply empirically.
Based on the fourth principle, the visible cultural phenomenon is the implementation of customary laws that legalize tribal warfare to make sure full ownership of communal land. One of the principles of customary law is "Koda mur'eng de'ino, Koda nalang gokano" which means, "win for the right, and lose by the wrong." In other words, in the tribal war, the winning village is considered as right by custom. The losing village is perceived as the wrong party for committing an offense. In the perspective of resources, resources owned by villagers (gardens, private land, wages, etc.) are the same, so there is no coercion of ideas from one of the most resourceful parties. In the perspective of power and interests, the communal land as a resource is a key point. For a long time, agricultural products, such as coconuts and cocoyam, grew on the communal land. As farmers and ranchers, the land, including the communal land, is an important economic-cultural capital; since land can be managed to generate wages. If one village succeeds to have the communal land fully, the villagers can be free to farm and garden on the communal land; to manage coconuts and cocoyam that have grown in the communal land. In other words, full ownership of communal land is a form of power and interest in communal land itself, which in turn can generate extra wages for the villagers and improve their social status. However, until now Lewonara and Lewobunga villagers do not have this communal land fully, for one thing: the claim of Lewobunga village over the ownership of communal land is based on the court's verdict while the claim of Lewonara village is based on customary law. No village has succumbed. Conflict is settled through tribal warfare to ensure full ownership. However, there is no village really winning because the police and the army always interrupt the ongoing war. However, tribal warfare has the possibility of re-occurring in the future, because there is 'no winner, no full ownership'. Thus, in general, this fourth principle applies empirically. However, in particular, one sub principle of fourth principle, namely, "those with multiple resources will impose their ideas on those with few resources", does not apply. Causality, this sub principle should be the part of the third principle.
In applying the fifth principle, the conflict between Lewobunga and Lewonara villages will be compared with other research on land ownership conflicts in two other districts on Flores Island. In Clark (2004) for instance have conducted a research funded by the World Bank at several villages in District of Manggarai and Sikka. In general, the results of the study illustrate that ownership conflicts occur due to the problem of land boundaries and unclear land ownership certificates. These conflicts are resolved through mediation efforts and court decisions. For comparison as well as differences, these conflicts do not cause death and material loss. In the past five years, the conflict between Lewobunga and Lewonara villages has resulted in three deaths and many material losses and has a pattern of historical violence (there have been deaths and material losses during nine wars since 1912). In general, the main trigger of conflict between Lewobunga and Lewonara villages is that both villagers have a strong ambition to control the communal land. This conflict can potentially explosive because the local government, religious leader, police, and army only conducted mediation once the conflict occurred. As consequence, the mediation tend to aborted and not sustain. Thus, based on that description, the fifth principle empirically proven.
Critical Reconstruction: Wild Zone and No Winners Party
Based on the discussion and the results of the analysis, the third principle and the one sub principle of fourth principle of Collins's conflict analysis principles that are not applicable will be criticized (reconstructed) in Figure 1 . 
The Wild Zone
In a conflict, there is a wild zone which is a place that is only mutually claimed and contested by two opposing parties. Empirical explanation: The communal land is a wild zone. Only Lewobunga and Lewonara villages claimed ownership of the commnal land. Both villages are involved in the tribal war to seize and control the land.
Wild Zone
Side A Side B
The No Winners Party
In a conflict, there are parties without a winner consisting of two opposing parties who claim one another and fight over wild zones. In the struggle for this wild zone, the two parties have balanced resources. This balance of resources makes two parties oppress one another and impose their ideas on one another. The presence of third parties who have the most resources are unable to reconcile the two parties and are unable to find the right solution. Empirical explanation: The villages of Lewobunga and Lewonara are two opposing parties claiming each other's wild zone and fighting wild zones through tribal warfare. Both villages have balanced resources, so the two villages continue to fight and force each other to recognize claims of wild zone ownership. The presence of a third party that has many resources, such as the government, religious leaders, police, and army, is unable to reconcile the villagers of both villages and is unable to find the right solution (fair and sustainable).
Thus, these two important points, The Wild Zone and The No Winning Party, are critical reconstruction of Collins's one sub-principle and one principle of conflict analysis that are not applicable in the communal land ownership conflict in Lewobunga and Lewonara villages.
Conclusion
Theories of western sociology, especially the sociology of conflict, continue to evolve from the past until now. Western sociologists continue to research, criticize, complement, extend the old theories, and even build new theories. But, not all theories of western sociology can fully explain phenomena in countries with diverse traditional cultures. This is proven by the third principle and the fourth subprinciple of Collins conflict analysis which are not applicable in Indonesia, particularly in explaining the conflict of ownership of communal land that caused the tribal war between Lewobunga and Lewonara villages.
The invalid principle is "the resourceful party will oppress the person with few resources". An invalid sub-principle is "the resource-holder will impose his idea on a person with few resources". The tribal warfare that took place could not be analyzed using these principle and sub-principle. Therefore, this critique and critical reconstruction of the invalid principle include two important points, namely The Wild Zone and The No Winners Party. These two important points are not positivistic and applicable in the two villages.
